Hällesjö - the gateway to Jämland

Hällesjö fishing area
Hällesjö is a beautiful village with it´s
spectacular view over the lake Hällesjö.
With its old history, the unique pink
church and the surrounding waters, You
will feel like being a part of a spectacular, rural painting.
The best of all-You will have endless
fishing opportunities,.
From the vast lake system in the village,
to the small lakes and rivers with grayling and trout.
In late winter, You can do ice fishing
for char and large perch. We will be
happy to arrange the perfect fishing
vacation to you.

Fish species
Pike and perch are the most common
species in the Hällesjö lake system, and
its plenty of big specimens in the lake.
Many guests have broken there personal
pike record, regarding both number and
size.
In June 2013 two testgroups of fishermen caught over 600 pike within one
week fishing, and several over 100 cm..
The area has more than 70 lakes and
several small rivers, so You can also
fish for grayling, trout and char.
We can recommend the fishing in the
lakes Lungsjö, Harsjön and Backsjön,
where You have good chances to catch
trout and char.

Fishing areas
The Hällesjö lake system consists of several lakes, connected by a river, which
makes it possible to visit several lakes by boat. This system offers endless possibilities for pike fishing. One week is not enough to discover all the fishing that this area
can offer. The area has two different licenses-one that only includes pike and perch,
and one license that also includes the different trout lakes in the area.

Fishing season
Fishing for pike is best during the month of June especially the weeks around midsummer. Even autumn can produce some large pike. Perch bite best during the period of June – August. Trout fishing reaches its peak in June, particularly around midsummer when the may flies are hatching.

Accomodation
Klockars is situated only 50 m from the lakeside of Hällesjö. It´s a place of high standard, combined with a traditional and
familiar atmosphere. It has two floors with a total of 8 beds (4 on each floor) and a fully equipped kitchen on each floor., as
well as bathroom and TV. This is the perfect place for a group of 4-8 pax and an excellent choice for the family.
(NB The bottom floor has two single beds and one bed-sofa with two separate beds –the upper floor has 4 single beds).
You can choose between 4 different boats; 2 plastic HR 390, one inflatable boat 380 with aluminium floor and one aluminium
boat Linder 410. The motors are 4-stroke Yamaha motors with 4 HP.

Karlsnäset is situated only 120 m from the lake Trossjön (one lake of the Hällesjö system). It´s an old farmhouse with an
area of 240 m2. It has a fully equipped kitchen, WC/shower, TV and one big bedroom (4 single beds), one small (2 single beds)
and finally a bed-sofa with two beds. In total 8 beds (when using the sofa) or 6 single beds. The boats are one 6 m plastic boat
(max. 3 fishermen) with a 2-stroke 15 HP motor and one inflatable 380 with aluminium floor and a 2-stroke 10 HP motor.

Fishing regulations
Pike over 75 cm: Catch & Release
Trout char, grayling and rainbow trout:
In rivers all fishing is forbidden between:

Pike under 75 cm: One pike/fisherman and day is allowed to keep.
Min size 30 cm. One fish/fisherman and day is allowed to keep
15/4 –31/5 and 1/9-31/10

Transportation
By car: The best route is E4 via Stockholm-Sundsvall-Hällesjö. Follow Road 86 from Sundsvall to Kovland, and then road
320 to Hällesjö (total appr. 480 km Stockholm-Hällesjö).
Position :WGS 84 Karlsnäset: N 62°53'21" E 16°13'36"
Posion : WGS 84 Klockars: N 62° 55.234', E 16° 13.386'
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